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Back then though, websites were more like brochures: talking
points, rarely updated, not dynamic
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These changes have largely been aided and facilitated by social
media: Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, others
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The Facebook “news feed” also facilitates interaction between
candidate and voters/supporters

I

Important for candidate to generate “likes” (obviously) –
engagement with supporters therefore becomes a critical part of any
political campaign
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Microblogging service allows users to send/read short 140 character
messages. Great for instant updates, etc.
Campaigns choose which Twitter accounts to follow; allow Twitter
users to follow campaign accounts
Followers can re-tweet candidate content – expanding candidate’s
reach to other networks
Twitter allows for direct communication between candidates (and/or
their staffs) and voters
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Four developments: 1. Micro-targeting, 2. Personalization, 3.
Interactivity, 4. Sustained engagement
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Specific campaign ads are displayed to Facebook users based on
their self-reported political views/content of recent posts

I

Believed marketing companies have profiles (based on average of
1500 pieces of data) for about 96% of Americans!
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Obama on Between Two Ferns
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Now, via Twitter, Google Hangouts, etc., voters communicate in
real time with campaign staff; this has become the norm

I

Supporters often become friends with other supports, developing a
growing network
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People connect/“like” your cause
Comment on your cause
Become active in online activities
Become active in offline activities
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Campaign’s “Blog for America” updated daily by staff members
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I

Other campaigns were not doing this at the time
Posts concerning campaign events, Dean’s response to campaign
topics, links to news stories about campaign
These are all things that are done today, sort of common-sense
things. All started with Dean campaign
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“We didn’t just monitor these blogs. We listened. We took the
feedback seriously. There were times that we altered Dean’s stump
speech based on a suggestion from a blog, or improved our
campaign strategy.” – Joe Trippi, Dean campaign manager
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This linked individual supporters together created a deeper
connection among supporters and campaign – now people had a
greater investment in how Dean did
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Resulting in change of composition of campaign donations – large
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so more democratic.
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While Dean lost, other campaigns adopted his techniques, resulting
in new organizational and communication structures
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MyBO.com – facilitated creation of supporters’ blogs

I

Obama campaign compiled impressive email list of over 13 million
addresses

I

Developed sophisticated database of information about potential
voters – from website/social media, merged with demographic,
neighborhood, lifestyle data

I

Created portraits of issue priorities for different voters and devised
unique communication strategies for each one

